2021 Site-Responsive
Art Biennale
Saturday, September 18, 2021

2021 Site-Responsive Art Biennale
Launched in 2007 and now in eighth biennial incarnation, this year’s
Site-Responsive Art Residency & Biennale brings to life nine new art
installations. The artists come from a variety of creative disciplines. Seven
of the works were installed during the three-week onsite residency
that preceded the opening of the exhibition – a fairly short time frame
given the ambitious nature of the works. The Anniversary Commission
awardees installed their works this spring. Including full- and part-time
collaborating team members, a total of sixteen artists participated in the
program. The artists were tasked with creating ephemeral artworks that
responded to the property’s various natural and built environments.
In addition to the nine new works, you will see many existing works, in
various states of decomposition, that were created at I-Park as far back
as 2001.

About I-Park
I-Park is an international artists-in-residence program offering fully
funded (typically 4-week) residencies in visual arts, architecture, music
composition/sound art, creative writing, landscape/garden/ecological
design and moving image. Since its founding in 2001, I-Park has sponsored
over 1000 residencies, and has developed cross-disciplinary projects
of cultural significance and brought them to life in the public domain.
I-Park’s 450-acre campus encourages dialogue between the imaginations
of our artists-in-residence and the natural and built environments. Over
the past 20 years, I-Park has been the setting for various exhibitions,
performances, symposia and programs that facilitate artistic collaboration.
For more information, visit i-park.org.
The I-Park Foundation, Inc. is a not-for-profit corporation under Section
501(c)(3) of the IRS code. Please consider making a tax-deductible
anniversary donation to support our mission. To do so, go to i-park.org
and click on donate. Or contact Joanne Paradis at joanne@i-park.org or
860-306-0636.

I-Park Foundation, Inc.

428 Hopyard Road | East Haddam, CT 06423 | 860 873 2468 | i-park.org

Music Along the Trails
Saturday, September 25, 4 to 7 pm
Ticketed Event ($100/guest)
Help us celebrate our 20th Anniversary,
support I-Park’s mission, hear about our
future plans — while listening to music in
a new way!
Catered by G-Monkey.
Friday, October 1,
5:00 – 7:00 pm
(ticketed event: $65)
Founder’s Guided Trail Walk:
The First Twenty Years
Saturday, October 2,
9:00 am to 2:00 pm
(free public event)
Open Trails: Saturday in the Park
Friday, November 5,
5:00 – 7:00 pm
(ticketed event: $65)
Founder’s Guided Trail Walk:
The First Twenty Years
Saturday, November 6,
9:00 am to 2:00 pm
(free public event)
Open Trails: Saturday in the Park

CREDITS
Site-Responsive Art Curatorial Panel
JoAnne Northrup, Stephen Talasnik, Sarah E. Brook
Inter-disciplinary Curatorial Panel
Ralph Crispino, Jr. (non-voting chair), Mie Preckler, Octavio Vazquez,
Karen Harris, Carol Elkovich
Project Manager
Ralph Crispino, Jr.

Residency Program Director
Lydia Blaisdell

Artists’ Support
Carmelo Branciforte

Chef
Bill Wright

In-Kind Support
Superior Rental: equipment
Volunteer Support
Ron Bence
Lynn Bimonte
Aimee Burg
Susan Carlson
Bob Chaplin
Alison Gain

Jeff Gates
Dina Gerosdiers
Michaela Gorski
Karen Agni Kratzer
Madelyn MacBryde
Agnes Miyuki

Cathy Monis
Jason Monis
Jimmy Monis
Bil Potvin
Mie Preckler
Gerry Schmid

Suzy Sholly
Miriam Spear
Sarah Spear
Gary Wilson

Professional Support
Marianne Barcelona, photography; Frank DiNardi, drone and still
photography; Agnes Miyuki, graphic design; Essex Printing, printing services;
I-Park 20th Anniversary poster by Jonathan Abel, mode-creative.
Major Supporters
This project is supported in part by a $20,000 award from the
National Endowment for the Arts.

Tickets and details are available at i-park.org.
For personalized inquiries, events@i-park.org or 860-306-0636.
ForGood Fund at the

GENERAL EVENT INFORMATION
Walking the Trails

Be very careful when walking the trails and please refrain from entering
those not being actively maintained (refer to the legend on the map).
Although we have made significant trail safety improvements in preparation
for this event, you may still encounter loose or exposed stones, exposed
roots or stumps, walkway depressions and mud. Be extremely careful when
walking on the wooden boardwalks going through the wetlands area as they
can be extremely slippery when wet. While we want you to thoroughly enjoy
the visual stimulation surrounding you, please keep at least one eye on the
road or trail below. It’s recommended that you wear comfortable walking
shoes. Note that Chill Hill has a fairly steep incline. In the extremely unlikely
event that you get lost or injured, please call one or more of the following
numbers and we will provide assistance: Ralph (860-919-1433), Joanne (860306-0636) or Lydia (203-241-4318).

The Pond

The boats and the Floating Living Room will not be available for use during
this event.

Ticks

The land, typical of the region, is home to ticks, some of which carry Lyme
and related diseases. We also have an abundance of poison ivy and poison
sumac. You are welcome to spray yourself with our Deep Woods Off before
heading out for the walk. You should check yourself when you return
home for any evidence of a tick bite. If you have been bitten, watch for the
typical symptoms and, should they develop, get yourself to a doctor for a
Lyme disease test or a prescription for antibiotics. Of course, in many cases,
symptoms can develop without signs of a bite. Please take care.

Toilets

There are two toilets in the Common Area and a portable toilet out on the
land by the Pond Studio.

Resting Areas

Benches can be found in front of the Thanatopolis Demonstration Area, in
the Bonfire Area and in the Quiet Area. You are also welcome to sit on the
Leve and in the Outdoor Performance Area.

Parking

Parking is available in the open fields to the north of the main campus.
Follow the signs upon arrival.

No Pets

Please do not bring your pet to I-Park. It’s not that kind of park. For several
reasons, we do not allow pets on the land.

20th Anniversary
Commission
Awardee

Sui Park

New York/South Korea
suipark.com

Sui Park is a New York
based artist born in Seoul,
Korea. Her work involves
creating 3-dimensional
flexible organic forms of
a comfortable ambiance
that are yet dynamic
and possibly mystical
or illusionary. She has

Where the Wind Stays

Medium: Cable Ties, Monofilament, 12 works, Various Sizes

had several solo exhibitions and public art projects including Pompom in
Georgetown, Washington D.C. in 2019 and Floating Imagery at the Pelham Art
Center, Pelham, New York in 2018. She participated in over 110 exhibitions,
including an exhibition, The 5th Textile Art of Today at Danubiana
Meulensteen Art Museum in Bratislava, Slovak Republic where she received
the Excellent Award in September 2018. Sui Park’s education includes
MDes in Interior Architecture at Rhode Island School of Design and BFA in
Environmental Design at Maryland Institute College of Art. Sui Park also has
MFA and BFA in Fiber Arts at Ewha Womans University, Seoul, Korea.

Offspring
Medium: Hand Dyed Cable Ties, Tent Stakes, 7 works, Various Sizes

Location: Thanatopolis Trail

Location: Marvin’s Trail

Wind shows its presence by touching others and surroundings.
At Thanatopolis Trail, wind swivels trees and rustles leaves.
It seems as if wind wants to talk to us, speak to us.
Perhaps it wants to tell us something and lead us to a certain direction.
Wind gently breezes as if it wants to stay.
But, soon
off it goes,
goes away.

Offspring is a site-specific work that visualizes Pine Tree seedlings spring off
from soil. Along the Pine Circle Trail resides a group of Pine Trees large and
small, and then there are their offsprings. Offspring attempts to reinterpret
the very big first step that seedlings take to become, be like and to be
stronger and better than their parents. While the hallmark of Pine Trees is an
evergreen leaf, I attempt to recreate the features of the trunk of Pine Tree to
emphasize the vitality and strength of the seedlings. The colors of Offspring
are also chosen to blend in with the colors of the trunk of Pine Tree and the
soil at the site. Seedlings are tiny, seem skinny and fragile. But, the strength,
vitality and recovery they make are remarkable, astonishing, beautiful and
make Mother Nature very proud.

While wind doesn’t stay, wind stays with some of us as an inspiration.
Gentle breeze brings us to think, to muse, and begin embracing.
Where the wind stays attempts to visualize the inspiration and embraced
dreams in a cloud-like abstract form. At Thanatopolis Trail, wind swivels
trees and rustles leaves, and trees start to dream.

20th Anniversary
Commission
Awardee

Marvin Touré
Pennsylvania

marvintoure.com

Marvin Touré (b.1991) is an
Ivorian-American artist who
uses fictional narratives and
the objects of innocence
as a vehicle to interrogate
themes of love, loss, and
memory. Touré received a
B.A. in New Media Arts with
a minor in Architecture from

Southern Polytechnic State University (now Kennesaw State University) in
2014 and an M.F.A. in Fine Arts from The School of Visual Arts in 2016. Since
2016, Toure has completed several residencies and has consistently been
included in group exhibitions both nationally and internationally. His work
has been featured in solo exhibitions at The AC Institute in New York, New
York (2018), and Haul gallery in Brooklyn, New York (2019). In 2020 Touré
participated in the group show A Muffled Sound Underwater at LatchKey
Gallery and was awarded both a Black Artist Fund grant and the Peter S.
Reed Foundation grant for Mixed Media/Sculpture.

Peachwood Circle & Other Southern Gothics
Medium: S
 teel, Enamel, Acrylic, Rubber, Nylon, Asphalt, Wood, Glass, Stone,
Stone Dust, Aluminum
5 x 80 x 24 feet
Location: Fire Road
Peachwood Circle, Steel, Enamel, Acrylic, Asphalt, Wood, Glass, Stone,
Stone Dust, Aluminum, 5 x 12 x 12 feet
Black Madonna, Steel, Enamel, Acrylic, Asphalt, Wood, Stone, Stone Dust,,
5 x 12 x 12 feet
Zakaria, Steel, Enamel, Acrylic, Asphalt, Wood, Stone, Stone Dust, 5 x 12 x 12 feet
Space Camp, Steel, Enamel, Acrylic, Asphalt, Wood, Stone, Stone Dust,
Aluminum, 5 x 12 x 12 feet
Charrette, Steel, Enamel, Acrylic, Asphalt, Wood, Stone, Stone Dust,
5 x 12 x 12 feet
Mongoose, Steel, Enamel, Acrylic, Rubber, Nylon, Asphalt, Wood, Stone,
Stone Dust, Aluminum, 5 x 12 x 12 feet

Peachwood Circle & Other Southern Gothics revisits the concept of spatial
alchemy interrogated in my 2018 work, Topic 3: Consciousness. Physical
objects informed by states of consciousness rested at the core of that
inquiry. Themes such as nostalgia and memory, orbiting this project, reflect
an exploration into the psychotemporal transformation of objects. The
people, places, and things that exist in our mind’s eye change as time grants
perspective. As we grow so to do our needs and the places that once provided
refuge may now feel confining. Each of the six structures pulls from specific
moments during my formative years in Georgia. In form and mood, I use these
moments as the catalyst for mutation in each piece. Traditionally playhouses
are spaces for reveries however, these sculptures act as repositories for
memory. The vessel carries the memory, but how then does that memory
affect and transform the vessel?
Janie saw her life like a great tree in leaf with the things suffered, things
enjoyed, things done and undone. Dawn and doom was in the branches.
— Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God

Die-Cast

led by Brenna Geffers & doug greene
Collaborators: Drew Carroll, Anthony
Crosby, Meg Rumsey-Lasersohn,
Chris Sannino

Gibson + Recoder

Sandra Gibson and Luis Recoder

Pennsylvania

New York

die-castphilly.org
Die-Cast creates immersive art. We have created 17 pieces since our founding in 2017, including in-person immersive pieces that allow audiences
to wander through areas featuring performance and installations. We’ve
created digital worlds using chatbots, TikToks, and interactive websites
that allow visitors to explore an unfolding narrative. We’ve created public
works, like our recent installation for Art Week Miami’s 2020 No Vacancy
Festival, where we won the Juried Prize of $20,000. We were nominated
for the prestigious 2019 Harvey Award for Best Adaptation of a Comic. This
summer, we were part of Opera Hack 2.0, a global think-tank of creatives
and technicians to merge arts and technology. We are part of the NYC
Orchard Project 2021 Greenhouse development residency, to develop
new work over the year with other artists from around the nation. We are
endlessly curious and love blurring mediums and disciplines.

gibsonrecoder.com
Sandra Gibson (b. 1968, Portland, OR) and Luis Recoder (b.1971, San
Francisco, CA) have exhibited their expanded cinema performances and
installations at REDCAT, Ballroom Marfa, Mad.Sq.Art, M HKA, EYE Film
Museum, and Serralves Foundation. Their works are in the permanent
collections of the Whitney Museum of American Art, Memorial Art
Gallery, Academy Museum of Motion Pictures, and Museum Kunstpalast
Düsseldorf. Gibson + Recoder live and work in New York.

Threading Diagram for Pine Circle Film
Location: Pine Circle

Inter Terrestrial

Location: Black Shed, South Shore of Pond
Link to Digital Portion of Work: die-castphilly.org/interterrestrialstart

As the film winds its way through the projector, a transport mechanism
guides it through a convoluted constellation of sprocket wheels and rollers.
This outmoded industrial technique of projection systems is superimposed
and enlarged on a grand scale in Threading Diagram for Pine Circle Film.

Where does humanity belong in the hierarchy of the natural world?
Are we a virus? Or perhaps a bacteria? Or maybe we are planets.
This work is built on the unceded lands of the Mohegan and Western
Nehântick people. This land acknowledgment does not exist in a past tense,
or historical context: colonialism is a current ongoing process.

Photo of Gibson + Recoder by Allyson Magda

Paul Golisz

Benjamin Heller

paulgolisz.com

benjaminhellerart.com

New York

Paul Golisz is a practicing architect and designer in New York City
where his professional work focuses on educational and residential
projects located both locally and internationally. His current research is
particularly interested in how the discipline of architecture approaches
the concept of Nature, and how architecture might begin to compose a
greater sense of ecological awareness. Selected writings and drawings
from his research have been included in multiple publications, most
recently in Connective Tissues: Ten Essays. Paul holds a Bachelor of Fine
Arts from Rhode Island School of Design where he studied Furniture
and Industrial Design, completing both high-end commissions and
mass-produced products upon graduation. And he received a Master of
Architecture from the University of Virginia, where he was awarded the
Carlo Pelliccia Drawing Fellowship and the Kenan Teaching Fellowship.

Garden Pavilion No. 2
Location: Piano Field

New York

Benjamin Heller is a cross-disciplinary artist based in Brooklyn,
New York. Drawing from a diverse background in photography,
sculpture, dance, and physical improvisation, his works are rooted in
the movement of the body, and the creation of intimate sculptural
environments invite touch as an entrance to a tactile and intuitive
choreographic experience. The works are of human scale and can either
be held or hold the body of the viewer, opening a space for discovery
via the body, senses, and the imagination.
His photography, video and sculptural performance works have been
shown at the Baryshnikov Arts Center, Brooklyn Museum, Wave Hill,
New York Live Arts, ICP International Center of Photography, Hazan
Projects, Robin Rice Gallery, IDIO Gallery, Eyebeam, and Honey Space
in New York, as well as site-responsive environmental sculptures in
Vermont, Virginia, and California. He was awarded the NYFA/NYSCA
Fellowship in sculpture in 2020.

Balance | The Weight of Light
Location: Piano Field

Departing from the familiar form of the see-saw, the intimate traces of the
body carved in wood invite a choreography of distance and re-connection,
and of how ones effort might offer another lightness and rest.

Le’Andra Leseur
Collaborator: Dominique Hollis

Thomas Putzier
Minnesota

New Jersey
lleseur.com
Le’Andra LeSeur is an artist working primarily with video, installation,
and performance. Her work celebrates blackness, contemplates the
experience of invisibility, and seeks to dismantle stereotypes surrounding
black female identity. Awards include Leslie-Lohman Museum Artists
Fellowship (2019), the Time-Based Medium Prize as well as the Juried
Grand Prize at Artprize 10 (2018). LeSeur recently appeared in conversation
with Marilyn Minter at the Brooklyn Museum, presented by the Tory Burch
Foundation and has lectured at RISD Museum of Art, Providence, RI, and
SCAD Atlanta, among others. Her work has been shown in solo and group
exhibitions at The Shed, NY, NY; Atlanta Contemporary, Atlanta, GA; A.I.R.
Gallery, Brooklyn, NY; Assembly Room, New York, NY; Microscope Gallery,
Brooklyn, NY; Anacostia Art Center, Washington, DC; SITELAB, Grand
Rapids, MI; Arnika Dawkins, Atlanta, GA; and others. Residences include
NARS Foundation, Marble House Project, and Mass MoCA.

babysweethearts.com
Thomas Putzier is a queer Minneapolis-based conceptual artist and
designer. His practice conceives of new worlds to examine disciplinary
and ideological boundaries through architectural design, drawing,
painting, performance, sound, and video.

Gatekeeper

Location: Intersection of Chalance Trail and Fire Road

Passage: These Things Take Time
Live Onsite Performance: 3-5 pm
Location: Thanatopolis Trail

Passage: These Things Take Time is an activation of space using movement, sound, and abstracted language in an exercise to forge dialogue
around grief. Through slow, durational gestures, this piece visually and
sonically taps into layers of loss and the relationship we all have to
various modes of being when encountering loss. The activation of space
takes form as a one-day-only durational performance leaving behind a
remnant and memory of gesture. The hope with this work is to formulate
a question: What takes place before, during, and after an act of grieving,
and how do we hold space to accept these lost parts of self?

Daniel Shieh

New York/Taiwan
danielshieh.com
Daniel Shieh creates interactive artworks that alter the power dynamics
between participants. He has been commissioned by AiOP, Cedarhurst
Center for the Arts, Josephine Sculpture Park, and Franconia Sculpture
Park. He has been invited to residencies including Studios at MASS MoCA,
Anderson Ranch, Fountainhead, and LMCC Arts Center.

Gazing Across Time and Space

Location: Thanatopolis Area, Front Field

